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Booknook & Bean 

"Books and Coffee"

The best way to enjoy a good book is to make yourself comfortable on a

couch and sip warm coffee while reading. Booknook & Bean offers this

very experience to its clients. The bookstore is a popular place for book-

lovers who often host book readings and meetings as well. Poetry nights

are also organized here. apart from coffee, one can also enjoy desserts

and snacks.

 +61 0430475006  booknookandbean@gmail.com  52-54 Waymouth Street, Suite 18,

Topham Mall, Adelaide SA

 by freestocks.org   

Imprints 

"Rare Breed Of Books"

Imprints houses some of the best choices in art house and intellectual

reading. Situated only five minutes walk from Adelaide's Rundle Mall

precinct it specializes in both fiction and non-fiction. The latest in different

genres can be found easily here. Highlighting their commitment to

promoting writers and fine literature the PM Club held once monthly

presents a current writer for a discussion and question/answer session at

the Hindley Parkroyal and is an ideal way to be a part of the contemporary

book scene.

 +61 8 8231 4454  www.imprints.com.au/  books@imprints.com.au  107 Hindley Street, Adelaide

SA

 by Dymocks+Adelaide   

Dymocks 

"Book Nook"

Dymocks is a comprehensive chain book store with outlets in main

shopping centres throughout Adelaide. Knowledgeable easy to talk to

staff are available for advice at any time. Large collections of best sellers,

fiction titles, sci-fi and fantasy are always in stock. Catering from a very

wide range of titles the non-fiction section is also very impressive. All

possible publishing formats are clearly displayed with distinct easy to read

signs making navigating the store a breeze. Catalog searches are

available for non-stocked items. Regular catalogs issued quarterly.

 +61 8 8223 5380  www.dymocks.com.au/  adelaide.orders@dymocks.

com.au

 135 Rundle Mall, Adelaide

SA
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Adelaide Comic Centre 

"Comics and Children's Books"

Boasting one of the largest collection of comics and books, Adelaide

Comic Centre is the place where you will definitely spot that elusive cover.

Marvel, Image, Donald Duck, Wonder Woman, Phantom and DC are

popular comics on the shelves. The staff is helpful and will help you

discover something interesting according to your taste.

 +61 8 8223 5593
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 141 Rundle Mall, Shop 15-17,

Citi Centre Arcade, Adelaide
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Mostly Books 

"The Joys of Reading"

Serene and unhurried, with free tea and coffee, soft classical music and

lounges to relax i: this is a refreshing contrast to the bustling, crowded city

bookshops. Located at Mitcham Square Shopping Complex, It is a store

that welcomes browsing and actually invites you to lose yourself in a book

for a while. In addition to all of the standard sections, there is an excellent

children's section, featuring superbly written and illustrated picture-books

that make parents and children alike clamor for a bedtime story.

 +61 8 8373 5190  www.mostlybooks.com.au

/

 mostlybooks@internode.on

.net

 119 Belair Road, Mitcham

Square Shopping Complex,

Adelaide SA
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